
We at the FDIC are undertaking a com-
prehensive review of our deposit insur-
ance system. I want to take a hard look at
certain issues, including: (1) Does the
deposit insurance system create the right
incentives? (2) Is the system fair? (3)
What is the right coverage level?

Donna Tanoue, Chairman
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation1

Is there any reason why the American
people should be taxed to guarantee the
debts of banks, any more than they
should be taxed to guarantee the debts of
other institutions, including the mer-
chants, the industries, and the mills of the
country?

Senator Carter Glass
Author of the Banking Act of 19332

Less than a decade has passed since
the enactment of the Federal Deposit In-
surance Corporation Improvement Act of
1991 (FDICIA). FDICIA represented the
final legislative response to the thrift de-
bacle and regional banking problems of
the 1980s. This statute enacted needed
reforms to our system of bank supervi-
sion and regulation and to federal deposit
insurance, including prompt corrective
action, risk-adjusted deposit-insurance
premiums, and discount-window-lending
reforms. However, these provisions in
FDICIA fall short of comprehensive
reform of the intricate system of
depository-institution regulations and
financial-safety-net subsidies.

Since the passage of FDICIA, Congress
has enacted two important pieces of
financial sector legislation. In 1994 the
Reigle-Neal Act removed most of the
remaining restrictions to interstate con-
solidation of the banking system. Last

year the Financial Modernization Act of
1999 (FMA) was signed into law. Also
known as the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act,
this statute represents the single most
important set of regulatory reforms since
the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933. The
FMA repeals many of the provisions of
the Glass-Steagall and Bank Holding
Company acts that prohibit or limit the
affiliation of banks with other nondepos-
itory financial firms.3 The cumulative
effect of these post-FDICIA statutes will
be to accelerate the trend toward a finan-
cial system that is more integrated in
terms of activities and products—a sin-
gle financial firm will be able to provide
commercial banking, investment bank-
ing, and insurance products. In addition,
these reforms have resulted in a banking
system that is more geographically inte-
grated as the interstate consolidation of
the banking system continues.

From the perspective of federal deposit
insurance, the financial reforms of the
1990s were a mixed blessing. Lessons
from banking history indicate that
extending the geographic reach of bank-
ing organizations increases the stability
of their funding and diversification of
their assets, thereby reducing the need for
federal deposit insurance.4 On the other
hand, the resulting consolidation of the
financial sector is spawning larger and
more complex banking organizations—
ones that may be increasingly difficult to
supervise adequately. If financial reform
results in institutions too large or com-
plex to effectively discipline, then an
unintended effect of the post-FDICIA
reforms will be the de facto extension of
federal deposit insurance to a larger part
of the financial system. As the involve-
ment of the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York in the privately funded rescue

of Long Term Capital Management in
1998 illustrates, policymakers may be
reluctant to allow markets to fully disci-
pline financial firms when the impact of
the failure of a firm on the short-run sta-
bility of the financial system is uncertain. 

There is little doubt that as regulators and
policymakers work to implement the
provisions of the FMA, reforms to the
structure of financial regulation and to
federal deposit insurance will be consid-
ered. One such reform, raising the federal
deposit-insurance limit from $100,000 
to $200,000 per insured account, has
been proposed by the Independent Com-
munity Bankers of America.5 This Eco-
nomic Commentary examines the poten-
tial benefits and costs of doubling the
deposit-insurance limit. Overall, there
appears to be little justification for in-
creasing the statutory size of the federal
financial safety net.

■■ Rationale for Deposit-
Insurance Limits

Proponents of government guarantees of
deposits typically justify them on the
grounds of efficiency and equity. They
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Federal deposit insurance protects
the savings of small depositors, but it
increases the likelihood that banks
will take risks they otherwise would
not have. Some bankers have sug-
gested doubling the level of coverage,
from $100,000 to $200,000. While
such an increase may put smaller
banks on a level playing field with
larger ones, it exceeds the amount
necessary to protect small savers and
is unfair to taxpayers.



argue that the information costs to the
economy are lower by having a single
agency monitor banks than a large num-
ber of small depositors. Coordination
problems among independent depositors
largely preclude them from sharing
information on their bank. This results in
a duplication of efforts which requires
depositors in the aggregate to use more
resources in monitoring than the deposit-
insurance agency would require. There-
fore, delegating the monitoring function
to the deposit insurer lowers information
costs.

Concerns of equity—the widow and
orphan arguments—center on the ability
of small and presumably unsophisticated
depositors to monitor banks. Proponents
of deposit insurance argue that it is nei-
ther reasonable nor fair to expect unso-
phisticated individuals to monitor banks,
whose portfolios of assets consist largely
of information-intensive assets—loans.
The costs of monitoring a bank for small
depositors may outweigh the benefits,
and therefore, it may be rational for them
to not actively monitor the condition of
their bank. Instead, rationally ignorant
small depositors will seek to protect their
interests by withdrawing their deposits
whenever they are presented with infor-
mation that causes them to question the
solvency of their bank—that is, they will
run on their bank. Rational ignorance by
small depositors may prevent them from
distinguishing between good information
on the condition of their depository insti-
tution and false rumors; hence, they may
participate in runs on solvent banks.6

On the other hand, the banking literature
has long recognized the moral hazard
associated with federal deposit guaran-
tees. Contemporary writers criticized the
deposit-insurance provisions of the
Banking Act of 1933, correctly pointing
out the dangers of removing depositor-
based market discipline from the bank-
ing system.7 It is, therefore, no accident
that Congress sought to limit deposit-
insurance coverage to modest levels:
limits high enough to provide adequate
protection for small depositors and low
enough so that large depositors continue
to act as a form of market discipline on
depository institutions. Initially, the
deposit-insurance ceiling was set at
$2,500 in the Banking Act of 1933.
However, this limit was soon increased
to $5,000, effective June 30, 1934.

Any discussion of what the appropriate
deposit-insurance limit ought to be
going forward should consider what
would be needed to protect small savers
today. There are two approaches for
doing this. One is to calculate the pre-
sent-day equivalent of the original level
of coverage by adjusting the 1934 limit
for inflation. Another is to determine the
level of coverage the average depositor
would need to protect her savings.

■■ How Does Coverage Today
Compare with Past Levels?

Proponents of the proposal to adjust the
current deposit-insurance ceiling to ac-
count for inflation point to the increases
in the insured-deposit limit which have
been made throughout the FDIC’s 67-
year history as justification. Congress
increased the deposit-insurance limit to
account for inflation in 1950, 1966,
1969, and 1974. These changes in the
deposit-insurance limit are presented in
table 1 with two inflation-adjusted limits.
The fourth column in the table presents
the $5,000 limit in 1934 in current dol-
lars in each of the years Congress raised
the limit. In other words, column 4
shows the level of deposit insurance
needed to keep the real level of coverage
at the same level that existed when the
FDIC began operations. The fifth column
presents the amount of coverage needed
to reset the deposit-insurance ceiling in
real terms to the coverage afforded de-
positors at the last change in the insured-
deposit limit. For example, the $14,015
figure in column 5 for 1966 is the
$10,000 limit established in 1950,
adjusted for changes in the implicit GDP
deflator from 1950 to 1966.

The 250 percent increase in the deposit-
insurance limit in 1980 was a jump of
unprecedented magnitude that was op-
posed by the FDIC. Previous increases in
the insurance limit could be rationalized
as inexact inflationary adjustments aimed
at restoring the real level of coverage pre-
viously established by the Congress. The
1980 current-dollar deposit-insurance
limit based on 1934 coverage levels is
$28,880, and the inflation adjustment
needed to reset the real coverage to 1974
levels is less than $63,000. The motiva-
tion for the increase to $100,000 was
something other than the need to adjust
deposit-insurance coverage for inflation.8

In fact, it reflected an attempt by the
Congress to slow the rate of disinterme-
diation occurring because market interest
rates had risen sharply above Regulation
Q ceilings—the maximum interest banks

could offer on deposits. In addition, the
Congress may have seen the increase as
necessary to stabilize the funding sources
for the savings and loan industry, which
had been decapitalized by the interest-
rate shock in late 1979 and early 1980.9

One measure of the adequacy of the cur-
rent $100,000 insured-deposit limit is to
see if it affords the same coverage in real
terms as it did historically. To examine
this, the 1934 and 1974 limits are con-
verted into 1999 dollars. The 1974 ceil-
ing was used because it represents the
last time that the deposit-insurance ceil-
ing was raised primarily to adjust it for
inflation. The $5,000 limit in 1934 trans-
lates into a deposit-insurance ceiling of
$52,963 at the end of 1999, slightly
more than half of the current limit. Con-
verting the $40,000 limit established in
1974 to 1999 dollars is equivalent to an
insured-deposit ceiling of $114,269.
Therefore, a $15,000 increase in the
deposit-insurance ceiling would be
needed to set the real coverage level to
that established in 1974.10

It is clear that the current deposit-
insurance limit provides coverage well
in excess of the real coverage provided
in 1934 and as such, one can argue that
the insured-deposit limit should be re-
duced by $40,000 to $50,000. However,
if the goal is to reset coverage to pre-
serve the level of real coverage estab-
lished at the last inflationary adjust-
ment, then a small increase in the range
of $15,000 to $30,000 could be justified
—an increase well below the $100,000
increase recently proposed.

■■ How Much Coverage Do
Small Savers Need?

I think if anything, $100,000 is too 
high. … I’m not going to support rais-
ing them [coverage levels] under any
circumstances.

Honorable Phil Gramm, Chairman, 
United States Senate Committee on 

Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs11

A simple comparison of real deposit-
insurance coverage across time may not
provide us with a relevant measure of the
adequacy of the current deposit-insurance
limit. After all, the financial system to-
day is certainly more informationally
efficient than in the 1930s, and the geo-
graphic consolidation of the banking sys-
tem has increased the banking system’s
stability. In addition, deeper and more
liquid capital markets and the prolifera-
tion of mutual funds have provided small



savers with low-risk alternatives to bank
accounts that were not available to them
in the 1930s. Finally, the proliferation of
payments innovations—from credit
cards to emerging electronic payments
instruments—has likely changed the
mix and level of deposits demanded by
consumers. Consequently, a better way
to judge the adequacy of deposit-
insurance coverage is to assess the cov-
erage needed by the average depositor.
In other words, does the current limit of
$100,000 provide sufficient coverage for
small savers today? 

The answer to this question appears to
be yes. Over 98 percent of all domestic
deposit accounts in commercial banks
are under the $100,000 deposit-insurance
limit, and the average deposit in these
accounts is less than $6,000.12 If indeed
the rationale for federal deposit guaran-
tees is to protect small savers, the current
deposit-insurance ceiling is more than
adequate. In fact, these numbers are
more consistent with the argument that
the limit should be lowered —possibly
to $50,000, the current-dollar equivalent
of the 1934 ceiling. 

The Federal Reserve Board’s 1998 Sur-
vey of Consumer Finances provides
another perspective from which to as-
sess the adequacy of current deposit-
insurance coverage.13 The results of that
survey showed that the median balance
in transaction (checking) accounts for all
families is only $3,100, and the median
value of certificates of deposits held by
households was $15,000. These median
deposit levels, taken individually or com-
bined, are not high enough to warrant an
increase in deposit-insurance coverage.
Moreover, even the combined median
checking-account balance of $19,000
and the certificate-of-deposit balance of
$22,000 for households with incomes of
$100,000 or greater is nearly $10,000
below the current-dollar equivalent of the
FDIC’s 1934 insured-deposit ceiling.

■■ Conclusion
During the height of the thrift debacle in
the 1980s there were numerous calls for
fundamental reform of federal deposit
insurance. A number of the reform pro-
posals called for substantially scaling
back the insured-deposit ceiling to levels
that reflected the needs of small deposi-
tors while reducing the moral hazard
associated with guaranteeing the lion’s
share of bank liabilities.14 It became
clear, however, that irrespective of how
strong the economic case for lowering
the insured-deposit limit was, this
reform was not politically feasible.15

It has been less than 10 years since the
passage of FDICIA, legislation enacted
by the Congress to reform those aspects
of the government’s involvement in the
financial system seen as contributing fac-
tors to the banking- and thrift-industry
problems of the 1980s. As such, FDICIA
contained reforms for federal deposit
insurance and the Federal Reserve’s dis-
count window aimed at reigning in the
federal financial safety net. It is ironic,
therefore, that in the face of major finan-
cial system integration, proposals have
surfaced to further extend the federal
financial safety net by doubling the statu-
tory deposit-insurance limit.

From the standpoint of the average de-
positor there appears to be no need to
increase the deposit-insurance ceiling. At
current limits, depositors have nearly
twice the coverage in real dollars than
they had when federal deposit insurance
was implemented. Moreover, $100,000
in deposit-insurance coverage is well in
excess of what the average depositor re-
quires, and less than two percent of de-
positors would benefit from an increase
in coverage. There is no compelling rea-
son to increase the insured-deposit limit
at this time; in fact, it may be time to
reconsider proposals for reducing it. 
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